THE K+ VARIABLE OFFER

What is the K+ variable offer?

Eligible K+ applicants who are given a King’s offer will receive a dual offer as recognition of their successful completion of K+.

If you are eligible you will receive a standard level offer as well as a variable K+ offer of up to 40 UCAS points (2 A-level grades or equivalent) below the standard offer.

What are the exemptions?

The variable offer will be applied to all undergraduate courses with the exception of Medicine (A100), EMDP (A101), Dentistry (A205) and ESDP (A206).

As a K+ student, however, you will be eligible to apply for EMDP (A101) and ESDP (A206) which make contextual offers to eligible students from across London.

Please visit our dedicated webpages for these programmes to explore eligibility criteria: Enhanced Support Dentistry Programme and Extended Medical Degree Programme.

For some degree programmes, you will be required to meet the standard criteria for any essential subjects within the offer. You should check any such requirements carefully.

Am I eligible for the K+ variable offer?

In order for you to be eligible for the variable offer, you must have successfully completed the K+ programme.

What do I need to do to successfully complete the K+ programme?

In order to successfully complete the K+ programme, you must have:

- 80% attendance at Year 12 events
- 100% attendance at Spotlight Summer School
- Grade 2:1 or above in academic project
- Met the expectations set out in the e-mentoring agreement

In some cases flexibility may be required with regard to these expectations. In these cases the K+ Officer, Syreeta Allen, will use her knowledge of your circumstances to make a decision.

If you have any questions or concerns. Please message the K+ Team on Brightside.
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